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14th November 2017 
 
The Mayor’s London Environment Strategy, August 2017 
 
This is the response of the Kew Society to the Mayor’s draft London Environment 
Strategy consultation.  We wish to comment specifically on Chapter 4, “Air Quality”. The 
Society has over 700 members many of whom are concerned about this issue.  
 
Overview 

Kew, the most populous ward in the London Borough of Richmond, is generally regarded 
as a leafy, highly desirable, residential area of South West London. However its air is 
highly polluted.  

 Kew is surrounded by a triangle of main roads - A316 (Chiswick Bridge to the M3), 

A205 (South Circular Road), and A307 (Kew Road). The latter two merge south of 

Kew Bridge, leading to the M4 and North Circular. These roads carry heavy traffic 

loads.  

 In 2016 annual average daily flows (AADFs) were 34,027 vehicles for A316; 

34,034 for Kew Bridge; 14,863 for A205; and 14,528 for A307 (Department for 

Transport Traffic Counts).  

 All three roads consistently exceed the EU/UK legal limit of 40μg/m3 for NO2 (in 

2016, A316 =56μg/m3, A205 = 56μg/m3, A307 =49μg/m3)(London Borough of 

Richmond upon Thames).   

 The legal limit for PM10s (40μg/m3) is exceeded  on  the A316 and on the A205 

approach to Kew Bridge (London Atmospheric Emissions Inventory 2013 update, 

published 2016). 

  Four primary schools (Queens, Kew College, Riverside, Unicorn) are sited 

adjacent to these roads and accommodate well over 1000 children between them. 

A further three primary schools (Darell, Unicorn, KGPS) are located within 100m 

of one of these roads. 

Given the above, we are extremely concerned about the adverse effects of poor air quality 
on the health of our children, the elderly and frail, and on other residents.  We also know 
there are many other London wards and boroughs with air quality issues as bad as our 
own. We want to see radical measures put in place to improve London’s air quality as 
quickly as possible. We find much merit in the Mayor’s proposals in Chapter 4 of his 
strategy for doing this. However we remain concerned that many of the measures 
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proposed to achieve the Mayor’s vision for clean air in London require action by the UK 
Government. We are concerned that this may not be forthcoming.  The Government’s 
draft Air Quality Plan (May 2017) is seen widely as inadequate, pushing responsibility for 
clean air onto Local Authorities without providing  sufficient support to enable this. 

We urge the Mayor to ensure that Government is kept under intense pressure to act by:- 

  Strong and persistent  lobbying of Government 

  Leading by example where the Mayor does have power to introduce 

radical change 

  Educating the public about air pollution so that it becomes a top electoral 

issue.   

 

Specific comments 

Introduction  section,  p39. We fully support the proposal to establish and achieve new, 
tighter air quality targets, meeting WHO guidelines rather than EU/UK standards. We see 
this aim as particularly important for PM10 and PM2.5 pollutants where WHO 
recommendations for safe limits for health are much lower than EU/UK 
recommendations. 

Transboundary pollution,  p52. We suspect that the extent of transboundary pollution 
in London, whether it be from outside the city but from within the UK, or from other 
countries, is not widely appreciated. Since transboundary pollution has a very significant 
impact on Londoners health, markedly increasing hospital admissions and mortality risk,  
we fully support action to reduce it. It seems likely that effective action would involve the 
UK Government, either in passing a new Clean Air Act which should incorporate 
measures to reduce UK transboundary pollution, or in negotiations with external 
Governments, UN, etc., to deal with pollution coming from abroad.  We urge the Mayor to 
lobby the UK Government strongly on these points. 

The duties of the London boroughs in working towards achieving legal limits,  p58. 
We strongly agree with all the measures which Councils can take to achieve legal limits, 
listed on page 58. We have commented positively on each of them in our response to the 
consultation on Richmond Council’s draft Air Quality Action Plan, submitted October 
2017. 

Proposal 4.1.1b, p64. Protection of London’s schoolchildren. We agree that protecting 
children from exposure should be a priority. We suggest that every school and  College 
should have monitoring equipment for real time measurements of NO2 and PM’s on their 
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estate, inside and outside the classroom. The recent availability of portable moderately 
priced equipment makes this possible.  

 Schools should be required to keep a daily log of these measurements 

 Guidelines and policies should be in place to enable Head Teachers to decide 

whether access to playgrounds/outside sports facilities should be restricted when 

pollution levels are high. 

 Schools should be required to inform parents when statutory limits are exceeded. 

This will both explain the schools actions and educate parents as to why  mode 

change away from road transport etc. is necessary. 

Proposal 4.1.1c, p65. Using the London Plan to ensure new developments are suitable 
for use etc. We are keen to see this and planning procedures generally used as a tool to 
reduce air pollution.  

 All planning application for new supermarkets and retail parks with large free 

parking lots should be refused. Such car parks promote extensive car use both 

from within and from outside a district. 

 All new buildings, but particularly apartment blocks and public buildings, should 

be encouraged, through the planning process, to use underfloor electric heating 

and have solar panel arrays installed where possible.  

 No new schools should be built adjacent to polluted main roads or in any other 

location having poor air quality. 

Proposal 4.1.2a, p65. Maintain the London Atmosphere Emissions Inventory.  This 
proposal has our full support. We ourselves find the Inventory very useful but we suggest 
that in order to ensure  maximum accessibility for lay people, its authors consult with 
focus groups on presentation of data, graphs, etc. The final documents should be easy to 
access and download. Many a good data base fails to make an impact on lay people 
because of technical presentation etc..  

Proposal 4.1.2b, p66. Safe guarding existing air quality monitoring networks, etc. We 
agree that the Mayor should continue to oversee the monitoring network ensuring that 
critical sites are not removed.  However we propose that it is important to expand the 
number of automatic monitoring sites in boroughs to acquire more real time data, 
particularly on PMs.  For example in Richmond borough there are only three automatic 
monitoring sites (Castlenau, Barn Elms and a mobile site). In the past the high cost of 
automatic sites was restrictive but recent technical developments indicate that cheaper 
automatic monitors should be available in future. 
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Objective 4.2, p68. Achieving legal compliance as soon as possible. We agree that legal 
compliance will only be achieved with the co-operation of the London boroughs and the 
UK Government (see “Overview” above). We also agree that phasing out diesel engines is 
essential and that dependency on private cars generally must be reduced to achieve 
compliance. We therefore support moves to promote good bus services, provided by a 
clean bus fleet (proposal 4.2.1b, p73.) 

 More efficient and frequent bus services could be achieved on some 

existing routes, and be provided on some new routes, by using small 

“Hopper buses”. Is this being considered? 

 We support the steps summarized on page 74 and in Figure 12 to introduce 

cleaner new buses by 2020. However the ambition is that the whole bus 

fleet will only be fully zero emission by 2037 “at the latest”. We would like 

to see the long interval of 17 years between 2020 and full zero emission for 

the whole fleet shortened by five years and ask the Mayor to keep this 

timetable under continuous review to achieve that goal if possible. 

Proposal 4.2.1c, p76. Reducing taxi and private hire vehicle emissions.  We agree with 
the Mayor’s proposal that all new licenced taxis will be zero emission by 2018. Our 
research shows that the area beside the black cab rank at Richmond Station, intensively 
used by pedestrians, is currently the most polluted site in our borough (NO2 = 93μg/m3), 
highlighting the serious problem from this source. We support the Mayor’s aim to work 
with the trade aiming to quicken the take-up of zero emission taxis.  

Proposal 4.2.1d, p76. Reducing emissions from private and commercial vehicles, 
prioritising action on diesel.  We strongly support the Mayor’s proposal to bring 
forward and expand the ULEZ, imposing charges on vehicles which are not compliant 
with emission standards. 

 In our view, an expanded ULEZ is likely to be the single most effective measure 

which could  reduce private and commercial vehicle emission pollution in a 

relatively short time. 

 It follows that its expansion should therefore be as wide and as rapid as possible.  

We welcome the expansion of the ULEZ  “London –wide” (i.e. as shown in Figure 

13) for heavy vehicles by 2020.  

 We question why, if this is feasible for heavy vehicles, the Mayor proposes only to 

expand the ULEZ for light vehicles  ”up to the North/South Circular” by 2021?  
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 It is not entirely clear what is meant by “up to the North/South Circular”, i.e. will 

those roads be fully included in the proposed ULEZ, or will the ULEZ boundary 

stop just short of them? This should be carefully defined in the forthcoming 

consultation on expanding the ULEZ.   

 If the ULEZ for light vehicles only extends  ”up to the North/South Circular” we  

predict an increase in congestion and pollution in areas of outer London , 

especially those just outside the Circular roads. Emission non-compliant vehicles 

will avoid the ULEZ by choosing routes for their journeys just outside the charging 

zone. Many of these areas, like Richmond town centre for example, are already 

highly congested and polluted.  This would be a very undesirable and unpopular 

consequence of using the Circular roads as the ULEZ boundary for light vehicles. 

We therefore ask that the boundary adopted for light vehicles is the same as that 

proposed for heavy vehicles (Figure 13) 

 The Strategy proposes that “there is no appropriate boundary road for a wider 

zone that incorporates the north circular other than the greater London 

boundary” (top paragraph, page 78). This seems to us to be a good reason why the 

boundary should be at the greater London boundary, as we have said above, 

rather than a reason for setting it at the Circular roads. South of the river the 

urban/suburban area bounded by the South Circular and the River Thames is 

small compared to that bounded by the North Circular and the river (Figure 13). 

That appears to us to be another good reason to set the southern limit of the ULEZ 

for light vehicles at the greater London boundary rather than at the South Circular 

Road. 

Proposal 4.2.1e, p80. Reduction of emissions from freight.  On-line ordering is very 
popular. We support the Mayor’s proposals for lower emission delivery vehicles and for 
consolidation of delivery trips. The benefits of the latter are exemplified by the Regent 
Street experience (page 82).  We would add to that a policy to promote conveniently 
located “pick-up facilities” in all London neighbourhoods. At these residents can collect a 
parcel on the way home from work rather than having it delivered to home, for example. 
Such facilities are beginning to  ”pop up” in local newsagents, laundrettes,  etc.. Local 
shops could be incentivised to establish a wide network of such collection facilities.  This 
would be good for encouraging “drop in” business at such shops, as well as helping to cut 
down on delivery traffic to individual homes. 

Proposal  4.2.2b, p87. Reductions in aviation emissions,  particularly  from Heathrow. 
We agree entirely with the Mayor’s opposition to airport expansion in London unless it 
can be shown that there is no unacceptable impact on air quality and that greenhouse 
gases (GHG) are minimized. We do not believe the Government’s claim that their 
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preferred option for Heathrow expansion, the Northwest Runway scheme, “would be 
capable of being delivered without impacting the UK’s compliance with quality limit 
values” (Revised Draft Airports National Policy Statement, Oct 2017).  Evidence we have 
examined indicates the contrary.  For example, we note that whilst aviation releases ~ 
200 tonnes of NO2 per annum into the Richmond borough atmosphere, closer to the 
airport, e.g. in Hillingdon borough, ~2500 tonnes of NO2 per annum p.a. is released. 
Moreover the latter represents ~ 48% of the total NO2 emissions in Hillingdon (London 
Atmospheric Emissions Inventory, LAEI Workshop April 16th 2016). With a doubling of 
flights following the opening of a third runway it seems inconceivable that  Heathrow 
could  meet the air quality limit value for this gas locally, even with newer planes emitting 
less NO2. 

 We urge the Mayor to continue to vigorously to oppose Heathrow  expansion, both 

by lobbying Government and by making public incontrovertible evidence of the 

damaging effect of Heathrow expansion on air quality and GHG emissions.  

 We are concerned that after making strenuous efforts to change the behaviour of 

Londoners and London industry to improve air quality and GHG, positive results 

will be negated by pollution from an expanded Heathrow.  

Proposal 4.2.4a, p94. Using the LLAQM framework to require boroughs to exercise 
their statutory duties to improve air quality.  Many boroughs, including our own, 
exceed air quality standards and have published action plans, as required by law, 
detailing how they will tackle the problem. If these plans had been applied rigorously we 
suspect that the air quality would not be as bad today as it is! Thus we strongly encourage 
the Mayor to use the London Local Air Quality Management framework to ensure that the 
London boroughs  use those devices under their control to radically improve the local air 
quality. 

 We agree  with the Mayor’s proposal to produce an annual report on borough 

achievements 

 We agree to the Mayor awarding “Cleaner Air Borough Status”. We hope that 

boroughs will make the award of this an important  goal. 

 The Mayor should use his reserve powers , where necessary, to ensure that 

boroughs meet air quality objectives. 

Proposal 4.2.4b, p96. Working with Government to achieve full legal compliance with 
EU/UK limits. We have emphasized above how keen we are for the Mayor to try to 
ensure that the Government plays its necessary role in achieving a clean air environment.  

 We agree that a new Clean Air Act should be placed on the statute books 
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 We support the introduction of a diesel vehicle scrappage scheme 

 We support the other measures requiring Government action proposed on page 

97-99 

Proposal 4.2.4c, p99. Working with European Institutions etc. to minimise trans-
boundary pollutions. Again, we emphasized above that we strongly support this 
proposal. 

Proposal 4.3.1a,p101. Setting new concentration targets for PM2.5, aiming to meet 
WHO guidelines by 2030. We believe that this is an excellent proposal.  Current evidence 
supports the notion that PM2.5s are particularly damaging to health. There is no known 
safe concentration for PM2.5, so aiming for the lower concentration advised by WHO, 
compared to the EU/UK limit concentration, makes good sense. We agree that the Mayor 
should monitor this evolving field and set the limit concentration for PM2.5 to even lower 
levels, if new evidence indicates this would be beneficial. 

Policy 4.3.2, p102. Encouraging the uptake of ultralow and zero emission 
technologies to make sure that London’s entire transport system is zero emission by 
2050. It makes good sense that the Mayor should lead by example and ensure that all GLA 
group vehicles become zero emission capable as soon as possible. We agree that the 
London boroughs and NHS vehicles should also adhere to this policy and lead by example. 

 Electric technologies are beginning to make an impact but there is evidence that 

many more people would purchase these vehicles if they could see that a 

widespread infrastructure was already in place to support them. It is essential that 

this infrastructure is provided as soon as possible. On-street charging facilities are 

particularly important in many areas of London since many residents do not have 

access to private off-street parking where they could install charging facilities. 

 We agree that Government must make sure that the grid is capable of supporting 

widespread charging of electric vehicles. 

Proposal 4.3.2d, p107. Implementation of local zero emission zones in town centres. 
We welcome the phased implementation of zero emission zones with the aim of achieving 
London-wide zero emission by 2050. However we propose that this aim would be greatly 
aided by having a London –wide ULEZ for all vehicles from an early stage, e.g. 2021. 

Policy 4.3.3, p113. Phasing out the use of fossil fuels in buildings. We agree that all new 
developments must be Air Quality Neutral.   

 They should also be discouraged, through the planning process, from generating 

increased  road traffic. 
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 Wood burning stoves should be strictly regulated in smoke control areas, as 

proposed.  

Achieving Compliance with legal pollution limits. We agree with the Mayor that the UK 
Government’s Air Quality Plan, published in 2017 does not include sufficient committed 
measures to help achieve compliance in London. We strongly support the Mayor in his 
proposal to further engage with Government to implement the necessary measures, as 
stressed in our opening comments. 

 
I hope you find this response helpful and constructive as intended and we are happy to 
discuss further any of the ideas should you wish. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
Caroline Brock 
 
Chair, Kew Society 
 


